Advanced Controlled Atmosphere Cold Storage
Application Brief

Introduction
Controlled atmosphere cold storage has been used for
decades to ensure that fall harvests in the northern
hemisphere can be kept in near pristine conditions
deep into Spring the following year. By storing pomme
fruits (apples, pears) and other fruit and vegetables in a
low oxygen atmosphere at low temperatures, the
natural metabolism of the fruit slows significantly,
allowing for extended storage. This is in addition to
cold storage ‘fogging’ of the fruit with fungicides and
coating them with 1-MCP (1- Methylcyclopropene),
which inhibits ethylene ‘ripening’ action. To manage
the atmosphere, measurement and control of O2, N2,
CO2 and Ethylene (C2H4) are common.

The Problem
Growing consumer desire for organic fruit and vegetables means that chemical fogging with fungicides and
1-MCP is not possible. Yet the demand for organic produce deep in winter is real, and premium prices can be
realized; upwards of an incremental $150,000 for a
storage shed of organic apples.
Alternatives to chemical preservation solutions
involve dynamic cold storage of the produce with
much lower oxygen levels, (typically 0.7% Vs 3% O2
and 0.5% CO2) but this runs the risk of stopping
metabolism altogether, effectively killing the fruit.
Additionally, the accelerated decomposition in a
storage room that can result from ‘one bad apple’
requires the use of high sensitivity mass spec
(such as Atonarp’s Aston Impact) to identify very low levels of VoCs (volatile organic compounds) gases that
are produced as the produce starts to die and decay.
Identifying when this happens allows for the produce to move out of storage and into the supply chain before
yield loss is financially material. Using VoC markers are also applicable for conventional fruit as much as
organic. Another challenge is there are no organic post-harvest fungicides; one alternative is to use ozone
(O3), which prevents fungus spores from infecting pristine fruit without violating their organic status.

The Solution:
Integration and Simplification
Using Atonarp’s Aston in-situ mass spectrometer allows for rapid, in-situ quantitative gas analysis of multiple
storage rooms, without the expense of legacy gas chromatography mass-spec solutions. Gas samples can be
analyzed in a matter of seconds, with sensitivity levels to parts per billion (PPB) levels easily achievable
without specialized technician support. Ultra-low oxygen levels along with ozone management can be set

and controlled with higher sensitivity than conventional gas sensors, with the additional observability of VoC
at PPB levels. The highly-integrated and compact Aston ICP-MS system is typically less than one-third the
size of legacy GC-MS, small and robust enough to use in storage facilities without the need of specialized
handling, power, or carrier-gas bottles.

Summary
Aston Impact from Atonarp is a highly integrated, easy to use compact ICP-MS for the management of
organic product in controlled atmosphere environments.

Atonarp is leading the digital transformation of molecular diagnostics industrial and healthcare markets.
Powered by a unifying software platform and breakthrough innovations in optical and mass spectrometer
technology, Atonarp products deliver real-time, actionable, comprehensive molecular profiling data.
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